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Superfluidity in a Doped Helium Droplet
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Path-integral Monte Carlo calculations of the superfluid density throughout 4He droplets doped with
linear impurities are presented. After deriving a local estimator for the superfluid density distribution,
we find a decreased superfluid response in the cylindrically symmetric region of the first solvation
layer. The helium in this region has a superfluid transition temperature similar to that of a two-
dimensional helium system and may be responsible for previously unexplained experimental Q-branch
measurements.
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nary-time path integrals, it is manifested by particle
exchange over length scales equal to the system size.

In order to test our estimator, PIMC simulations were
performed on N � 128 and N � 500 4He droplets doped
Molecules confined in helium nanodroplets have been
shown to exhibit excitation spectra with clearly resolved
rotational fine structure consistent with that of a free
rotor, though with an increased moment of inertia [1].
Grebenev et al. [2] have shown that only a few layers of
4He coating the molecule are required to decouple the
impurity from the droplet and achieve free rotation.
Callegari et al. [3] have suggested that the increased
moment of inertia is due to the hydrodynamic response
of the impurity rotating through the anisotropic helium
density immediately surrounding the molecule. Kwon
and Whaley [4] have proposed a model in which a non-
superfluid component is induced in the first solvation
layer by the anisotropy of the molecule-helium interac-
tion and rotates rigidly with the impurity.

In this Letter, a microscopic path-integral Monte Carlo
(PIMC) estimator of the local contribution to the total
superfluid response is presented. Simulations of 4He drop-
lets containing linear �HCN�3 isomers show a significant
reduction in the superfluid response of the first solvation
layer. Furthermore, we find that this reduction is due in
part to thermal excitations, in addition to the tempera-
ture-independent normal fluid assumed to be induced by
the anisotropic HCN-helium interaction potential. The
cylindrically symmetric region of the first solvation layer
was found to exhibit temperature dependence consistent
with that of a two-dimensional helium system. The mo-
ment of inertia was calculated, in reasonable agreement
with experiment, and was independent of temperature
below T � 1 K as the dominant contribution came from
the normal fluid coating the ends of the molecule, which
was predominantly induced by the anisotropy of the
density in that region.

The superfluid density can be defined in terms of the
response of the system to an imposed rotation. In imagi-
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Although superfluid response (like conductivity) is not
itself a local property, it is possible to calculate a local
contribution to the total response. In PIMC, the total
superfluid response along the axis of rotation n̂n is
proportional to the square of total projected area of the
imaginary-time paths [5]:
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where 	 � �h2=2m, � � 1=kBT, and Ic is the classical
moment of inertia. We define a local superfluid density:
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where A�r�, related to the local angular momentum op-
erator, is defined as
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where the sum is over all particles and time slices and An̂n
is the n̂n component of the total area of all the particles.
Since A�r� integrates to the total area, the local superfluid
response exactly integrates to the total response.

The local superfluid density estimator used by Kwon
and Whaley [4] defined the effective normal fluid induced
by the anisotropic molecule-helium interaction potential
in terms of the average number density distribution of
paths in exchange cycles of fewer than six atoms. Al-
though qualitatively interesting, this estimator is not the
superfluid response to an imposed rotation, as there is no
direct relation between the number of atoms in a permu-
tation cycle and its area.
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FIG. 2. Superfluid and number density distributions, averaged
over the cylindrically symmetric region of an N � 500
4He-�HCN�3 droplet at T � 0:38 K.FIG. 1. Average number density of an N � 500 4He-�HCN�3

droplet at T � 0:38 K, in cylindrical coordinates. The grey
scale saturates at � � 0:03 �A
3 (black). The dashed lines define
the cylindrically symmetric region used for averaging super-
fluid density.
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with �HCN�3 isomers (see Fig. 1). The 4He-HCN interac-
tion [6] was fit to a sum of three spherical Lennard-Jones
potentials, plus a small long-range anisotropic correction.
Nauta and Miller [7] found that HCN molecules in helium
droplets self-assemble into linear chains spaced roughly
4 Å apart. The HCN molecules in our simulations were
fixed along the z axis with this spacing. An imaginary
time step of 1=20 K
1 was used. With cylindrical sym-
metry and precise experimental data over a range of
isomer lengths, this system is well suited for studying
superfluidity at a molecular interface.

To quantify the superfluid response, we averaged over
the cylindrically symmetric region of the droplet, defined
as the region between z � 
3:5 �A and z � 3:5 �A (see
Fig. 1). Unless otherwise noted, this averaging was used
for all superfluid density results presented in this Letter.
The results for an N � 500 4He-�HCN�3 droplet at T �
0:38 K are shown in Fig. 2. Taking the ratio of the super-
fluid density to the number density clearly shows a re-
duced superfluid response in the first layer for rotation
about both the radial axis and the molecular axis. Beyond
the first layer, the superfluid response about both axes is
constant and agrees within the calculated statistical error
of �8%.

The uncertainty of the local superfluid density is do-
minated by the long-term variation in the total superfluid
density, caused by creating and dismantling large permu-
tation cycles. The local variation due to the bin a particu-
lar move goes into is much faster and becomes negligible
compared with the uncertainty in the total superfluid
density. Hence, the error in the local superfluid density
is well approximated by the error in the total superfluid
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density, but is highly correlated. It should be emphasized
that the given errors primarily reflect the position of the
curve as a whole, not the shape.

Figure 3 shows the local superfluid density of N � 128
4He-�HCN�3 droplets at T � 0:19, 0.38, 0.77, and 1.25 K.
The superfluid density in the first layer decreases with
increasing temperature about both rotation axes. There
can be no reduction in the response due to anisotropy in
the density about the molecular axis because of the cy-
lindrical symmetry, so the observed reduction must be
due to thermal excitations. To extract the average super-
fluid density fraction in the first layer from the distribu-
tions plotted in Fig. 3, we integrate over the superfluid
density and number density in the first layer and take the
ratio:
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where r1 is the position of the density minimum between
the first and second solvation layers. The average super-
fluid density in the first layer as a function of temperature
is shown in Fig. 4. The superfluid density about the
molecule axis (z axis) goes to unity as the temperature
goes to zero. The superfluid response from rotating about
the radial axis (r axis) combines both thermal effects and
reduced superfluid response due to rotating through the
anisotropic helium density and, because of this, may be
less than unity at T � 0 K [3]. The transition is very
broad, possibly due to the finite size of the system, and
shows the onset of superfluidity at roughly 1 K.

At first glance, the presence of significant thermal
excitations in a helium droplet at T � 0:19 K appears to
contradict known properties of liquid helium; the super-
fluid density of bulk helium at 0.75 K is 1.000(1).
Theoretical studies of pure N � 128 helium clusters
065301-2
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FIG. 4. Superfluid density fraction of the cylindrically sym-
metric portion of the first layer of an N � 128 4He-�HCN�3
droplet vs temperature, calculated using Eq. (4). The first layer
in these systems has an estimated coverage of � � 0:12 �A
2.
Superfluid response about both the molecule axis (solid
squares) and radial axis (solid circles) are presented. Also
shown are the PIMC results of Gordillo et al. [14] (open
diamonds), for a 2D 4He film with � � 0:051 �A
2. For refer-
ence, the superfluid transition in bulk 4He is included.
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FIG. 3. Superfluid density fraction distributions, averaged
over the cylindrically symmetric region of an N � 128
4He-�HCN�3 droplet at T � 0:19, 0.38, 0.77, and 1.25 K.
The top graph shows superfluid response about the radial
axis; the bottom graph shows superfluid response about the
molecule axis.
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show a superfluid transition roughly in agreement with
the bulk lambda transition, although broadened due to
finite-size effects [8]. Pure droplets such as those pro-
duced for use in scattering experiments, with several
thousand atoms at T � 0:38 K, should have a superfluid
fraction very close to unity. However, the helium in the
first layer coating the impurity molecule appears to have a
superfluid transition temperature more consistent with a
two-dimensional system than a three-dimensional sys-
tem, because the motion of the helium atoms is restricted
by the He-HCN potential to be primarily on the cylin-
drical surface circumscribing the �HCN�3 impurity. Two-
dimensional helium films have been shown to have a
Kosterlitz-Thouless type of superfluid transition at tem-
peratures significantly lower than T	 [9,10]. The reduc-
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tion in the transition temperature is due to the reduced
dimensionality, increasing the phase space for long wave-
length fluctuations, and the lowering of the ‘‘roton’’ gap.

We have determined that only a small fraction of the
particles in the (complete) first layer are localized (not
permuting) at T � 0:38 K and below, as shown in Fig. 5.
Though many of the permutations are between atoms
within the same layer, the first layer is not cut off from
the rest of the fluid. Below 1 K, the majority of the atoms
in the droplet are part of exchange cycles with atoms in
both the first layer and the rest of the droplet. Thus, while
the effect of confinement on the thermal excitations re-
sembles that of a two-dimensional superfluid, this system
is fundamentally different from an isolated helium film.

We define the change in the moment of inertia due to
the helium as the contribution due to the normal fraction
in the (complete) first layer rotating rigidly with the
impurity [4]:

�I �
Z
v���

drm4r
2
cyl���r� 
 �s�r�; (5)

where v��� is the volume of helium a distance � away
from the surface of the molecule, and rcyl is the radial
distance from the axis of rotation in cylindrical coordi-
nates. Use of a cutoff was necessary, as the superfluid
density throughout the rest of the droplet may be less than
unity solely due to statistical error and finite-size effects
[8]. At T � 0:38 K, we calculate a moment of inertia
increase due to the nonsuperfluid fraction of the first
065301-3
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FIG. 5. Exchange behavior of the first layer [defined as 2.5 Å
or less from the surface of the �HCN�3 isomer] as a function of
temperature. A permutation cycle was considered to be part of
the first layer if more than M=2 consecutive time slices were
contained within it, where M is the number of imaginary time
slices per atom.
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solvation layer of �I � 963 amu �A2, in reasonable agree-
ment with the experimental value of �I � 1240 amu �A2

[11]. The cutoff introduced additional uncertainty: a value
of � � 2:5 �A was used, but the moment of inertia was
found to change by �5% when the cutoff was increased
or decreased by 0.3 Å. We find that �I is effectively
independent of temperature below T � 1:0 K. Because
the dominant contribution to the moment of inertia
( � 75%) comes from the ends of the isomer, we infer
that the induced normal fluid in this region is almost
completely due to anisotropy in the molecular potential,
not thermal excitations. However, the observed thermally
induced normal fluid in the cylindrically symmetric re-
gion may still have a distinct experimental signature.
Droplets doped with long linear impurities, such as
�HCN�3 and �HCCCN�2, are found to have a significant
Q branch, corresponding to rotation about the molecule
axis, which is forbidden by symmetry in a vacuum or pure
superfluid [12,13]. We suggest that this is a signature of
thermal excitations in the cylindrically symmetric region
of the first solvation layer.

To compare the effects of density on the thermally
induced normal fluid, we calculated the superfluid density
distribution for N � 128 4He-�HCN�3 droplets at T �
0:19, 0.38, 0.77, and 1.25 K, with a 4He-HCN interaction
reduced by a factor of 2 in order to reduce the density in
the first solvation layer. The density in the first layer
decreased by �15%, corresponding to an average cover-
age of 0:10 �A
2. The difference in coverage caused a 20%
reduction in the superfluid response about the radial axis
at T � 0:19 K and T � 0:38 K. At higher temperatures,
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the superfluid response was unchanged within error bars.
The superfluid response about the molecule axis (z axis)
was unchanged within error bars at all temperatures. This
is further evidence that the normal response in the first
layer is due to both the anisotropy of the molecular
potential and thermal excitations.

Using PIMC and a local superfluid density estimator,
we find that the first solvation layer surrounding an
�HCN�3 isomer has significant thermal excitations at tem-
peratures as low as T � 0:19 K, with a superfluid tran-
sition temperature similar to that of a two-dimensional
system. It remains to be seen how strongly these thermal
excitations are present in droplets with different dopants;
this is the first observation of thermal excitations in a
helium droplet at such low temperatures. Although we
find this effect makes only a small contribution to the
moment of inertia of this system, it may explain the
anomalous Q branch observed in helium droplets doped
with long linear impurities. The role of thermal excita-
tions could also be tested by varying the temperature of
the droplet, by adding 3He atoms.
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